
 

 

 

 

Rules of the Festival de la Bagosse mixed softball tournament 

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 

 - All players must have played at least one round robin game to be eligible for the playoff rounds. 

 - A toss will be completed by the official in all games to determine which team will start at bat. For the 

playoffs, the highest ranked team will be the home team. The final will feature the highest-ranking 

team. If the 2 teams have the same arrangement, a toss will decide the position of each team.  

PLAYING OF THE GAME:  

- The batting team provides its pitcher; he can throw the ball at the speed desired by the batter;  

- If a ball is hit in the field, catches the outfielder's glove and goes outside, this will be considered a 

homerun. When the fielder catches the batter's ball on the outside of the field and has control of the 

ball, this will be an out;  

- The thrower must never leave his circle. He has no right at any time to touch the ball or disturb the 

team on defense. If this happens, the ball will automatically become a dead ball. After the warnings and 

the problem recurs, the batter will be called out;  

- The pitcher should check to see if the defending team is ready to pitch. The batsman can signal to the 

pitcher when his team is ready on defense;  

- There is a maximum of 3 shots for men and 4 shots for women at bat. On the last pitch, the batter will 

be called out if no ball is hit;  

- When the ball makes contact with the pitcher or the shield at the start of the game, it now becomes a 

dead ball. No points or factors will be awarded and runners must return to their original base. The 

protective screen is still in play after the ball is hit;  

- A runner cannot leave his base until the batter puts the ball in play. Regardless of what pitch, the 

runner can be put out if he is not in position on his base if the batter misses his ball;  

- A runner must have his foot on the base at all times; he will not be able to move forward until there 

has been contact with the ball;  

- A player with an injury may be replaced by another runner on base. So, a man will replace a man and a 

woman, another woman. On the other hand, the one who will replace will be the person who concluded 

the last withdrawal. In case no one is found as the last withdrawal, then the last person in line can run;  

- The limit will be 1 circuit per round. The others will be considered as withdrawals for the remainder of 

the rounds;  



- No goal stealing will be allowed;   

- The limit will be 5 points per round for the first 4 rounds. In the last rounds or extra rounds, they will 

be considered “open” rounds. There will be no maximum points except in the round robin. The team 

ahead in the game, with more than a 10 point difference, will not end up at bat. However, if the team is 

less than 10 points, they will have to go to bat until the 10 points are obtained. In the semi-final and 

final, the first 5 rounds will be closed rounds of 5 points. The 6th and 7th rounds will be open;  

- In the round robin, after 5 rounds, if the score is still tied, this will be a draw.  

- The round robin scoring system will be 10 points, so if a game is won 25 - 0, 10 - 0 will be awarded. The 

score will be put against in the event of a tie;  

- When a runner presents himself at any counter plate, he must enter to the right and must never place 

his foot on the plate. Therefore, he will be withdrawn. The game at home is played as at first base. The 

catcher must catch the ball with his foot on home plate and must not touch the runner. To be 

completely safe, the runner's foot must land on the ground, past the home plate;  

- A runner who crosses the line halfway between third base and home plate cannot turn back;  

- The rule of the infield fly rule is in effect. A batter is automatically out on a infield fly in the infield if 

runners are on first and second and if the bases are filled with less than 2 outs. This rule applies when 

there are less than two outs in the current inning and there is a forced play situation at third base (that 

is, a runner on first and second) or the bases are full. In this specific case, if a ball is hit in play (very high 

and without touching the ground) and an infielder can catch it with a reasonable effort in the judgment 

of the referee, the latter announces aloud the application of the rule. In doing so, the batter is 

automatically out regardless of whether the ball is caught in flight or not;  

- If a ball is struck and catches the electrical wires, the play will be considered a dead ball. The batter 

returns to bat and it does not count as a pitch. So, the runners get back to their goals;  

 - An additional goal will be awarded if the ball goes into the players' dugout or if it goes out of bounds 

during a playing situation; 

 - The infield must not be in front of the pitcher before contact with the ball;  

- If a runner is replaced by another at the start of the game, at all times that he is on base, he must be 

replaced by who has been taking his place; 

 - Shoes with iron cleats are not tolerated;  

- A limit of 10 players in the infield and 10 players in the outfield is allowed;  

- At the discretion of the teams, 7 men and 3 women may be arranged regardless of or in the line in 

agreement to strike, provided that never more than 9 men are present. At all times, 3 women must be 

present on the field in defense;  

- No special regulations will be granted to women at bat. Only 4 throws are allowed;   

“MIXED” There are 4 divisions of 3 teams. Two round robin games, or the top 2 positions in each division 

will be classified for a quarter-final. An example is provided below;  



1st position; division 1 vs 2nd position; division 4  

1st position; division 2 vs 2nd position; division 3  

1st position; division 3 vs 2nd position; division 2  

1st position; division 4 vs 2nd position; division 1  

The ¼ final will be 5 rounds with the 5th round open. 

1. Number of victories 

2. Point differential 

3. If still tied, a draw will be made 

 

ATTITUDE:  

The referees are present to administer the game to the best of their ability. Players are therefore asked 

to respect the decision of the referees. If a referee is unsure of his decision, advice will be provided from 

a tournament organizer. If too many complaints are brought up by some players, they will be 

deliberately taken out of the tournament. 

IMPORTANT: THE DECISION OF THE REFEREES IS FINAL 

- The Festival de la Bagosse committee is not responsible for accidents occurring on the ground or for 

the loss of any equipment.   

Thank you and good luck to everyone! 

 


